Biological integral dose: an alternate method for numerical scoring of rival plans.
Numerical scoring of rival plans (NSRP) are usually based either on basis of dose-volume histograms (DVH) or the relative values of corresponding normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCP) and tumor control probabilities (TCP). An alternative method for NSRP based on biological integral dose (BID) is being proposed, which is illustrated using a case of pituitary tumor planned to receive a dose of 50 Gy in 25 fractions over 5 weeks. BID for the various alternate plans -2-field (2F), 3-field (3F), 220 degrees arc (ARC) and 3-field static multileaf collimator (MLC) were calculated using the integration of the product of extrapolated response dose and the corresponding mass of the tissue enclosed separately for tumor and the normal brain in the entire planned target volume or a selected range of dose (approximately 90% and above of the normalized dose). Ratios of the BID for the brain versus the tumor were obtained and the plans were ranked on the basis of the least value of this ratio. In all of these plans, although the DVHs for normal brain were different, the DVHs for tumor were almost identical. However, the BID values for brain for 2F, 3F, ARC, and MLC were 22.53 Joules (J), 21.176 J, 21.991 J, and 10.608 J, respectively, and for tumor 0.561 J, 0.552 J, 0.555 J, and 0.556 J, respectively. The corresponding brain/tumor values were 40.16 (2F), 38.36 (3F), 39.62 (ARC), and 19.08 (MLC), thus ranking the plans in order of merit as MLC, 3F, ARC, and 2F. The BID for volumes encompassed by 90% and more of the normalized dose magnified the differences between the plans, with 2F being 29.99, compared to 3.82 for MLC. Rankings of rival plans could be based on the concept of BID. It requires a lesser number of uncertain variables and therefore could be used as an alternative technique in evaluation of the different plans in routine clinical practice.